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HOTSPOT:

public waste
sorting systems



The realm of large scale waste disposal
is still developing and changing. The current

climate of waste disposal often overlooks
certain aspects of the zero waste movement

and is not very engaging or inviting.

Creating a fun opportunity in a
public space maximizes exposure and
potential buy in from prospective users.
Food courts, parks and streets would
be excellent venues for this installation.

In order to keep the planet healthy we need to
think greatly about our waste processes and how
we sort things, to create a system which is clearly

communicated and thoughtfully articulated.

PUBLIC WASTE
sorting systems



GOAL:

to create a realistic & practical
design which inspires curiosity
in an eco-friendy
manner.



DESIGN
PRINCIPALS:

joy of use

usability

acessibility



precedent:

NO IMPACT MAN

In 2007 “No Impact Man” Colin Beavan’s year
long quest to produce zero impact on the Earth
through lifestyle changes set an example for
upcycling and reuse in a modern city context.

His implementations like the peanut butter jar
travel mug are excellent examples of re-use
and environmentally friendly opportunities.



precedent:

BOTTLE BANK ARCADE

The Voltzwagon Fun Theary Campaign
created a “bottle bank arcade” which
challenged users to recycle by playing a 
fun and  interactive game.

This design project increased the amount
of recycling and reduced waste in the
surrounding community.



precedent:
SOLAR TRASH COMPACTOR

Many large cities have installed BigBelly Solar Trash Compactors. These waste
management machines utilize solar energy which cuts down on required manual
labour and servicing.

By combining technologies like these with fun and game dynamics, we can
create a waste free world and a healthier environment.



SMASHTRASH



We present a series of
mini games dedicated to
creating a zero waste
environment.

OVERALL PICTURE

compost

recycling

plastic



SORTING:
compost recycling other

food scraps
paper products

plastic bottles
glass bottles
cans

soft plastics
bags
styrofoam



Recycling Hockey
A two player game where each person stands on opposite ends of the table and has control of one
blocker to guard their goal. The table is covered with a protective glass and the blockers are
controlled by a handle that sits above this glass. In the middle of the protective glass is a circular
hole for the can or bottle to be dropped through. On the inside, the rink itself is ramped towards
each players goal, gravity stops the item from getting stuck. Once a player scores, they win
the game and the bottle or aluminum can falls down
into the recycling container underneath the table.



Recycling Hockey
GAME DYNAMICS:
Challenge + Competition + Feedback



Natural Compost Shootout
The object of the game is to compete with the
people beside you and try to get the highest
score by throwing the compost into a one of
the monster’s mouths. In front of the holes, there
is an open section where the compost would
fall if a player misses or the compost does not
go into any of the holes. The monster design
encourages players to “feed” the monster and
promotes the concept of waste as part of a
larger food chain cycle of consumption.
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Natural Compost Shootout

GAME DYNAMICS:
 + Achievement
 + Challenge
 + Competition
 + Feedback



Plastics Plinko
At one end there is a hole for the cutlery, styrofoam, and other platsics to slide through.
At the other end there is a goal. In between the two, are pegs popping up that alter the
material’s direction. With a slanted bottom, anything put into this game slides down from
one end to the goal. The goal of this game is to try and get your material into the slots
with the highest scores. On the top of the game box the points with the leader board for
that day is displayed, while there is another number beside it showing the cumulative total
of the previous day to encourage the players to try to do better.



Plastics Plinko
GAME DYNAMICS:
Chance + Challenge + Feedback + Competition
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Q & A


